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Woolston Wastewater Treatment Scheme

construction is underway for the complete redevelopment of a 50 year old
works in Southampton to meet latest European legislation
by Scott Yates

C

onstruction works are now in their second year on Southern Water’s £63 million environmental improvement
scheme to redevelop and completely modernise Woolston WwTW. The existing works uses a conventional
activated sludge plant (ASP), built in 1966, treating sewage flows from part of the Southampton conurbation,
serving a population of approximately 62,000 people. The site occupies an area of 1.26 hectares. The existing sewerage
system which feeds into the WwTW collects both wastewater and stormwater from the Woolston Catchment area.

Installation of the enabling sludge tank - Courtesy of 4Delivery

Background
Once complete the permanent works treatment process will fully
treat flows up to 36.9MLD, in compliance with the new discharge
permit requirements. All future permanent processes will remain
within the boundary of the existing site.
The wastewater treatment includes the following:
•
•
•

•
•

Inlet works comprising:
åå Coarse and fine screens and screenings processing
åå Fat, oil, grease and grit, (FOGG) removal and processing
High rate primary sedimentation lamella process.
Membrane bio-reactor (MBR) plant comprising:
åå Modified Ludzack Ettinger (MLE) activated sludge
plant (ASP) for the biological removal of nitrogen.
åå Membrane filtration tank, utilising microfiltration
hollow fibre membranes.
Existing ASP converted into future storm tank.
Odour control comprising of chemical scrubbing and
carbon units.
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The sludge recycling includes:
•
•

Sludge storage and blending.
Indigenous sludge dewatering and processing.

Undertakings
4Delivery, a joint venture between Veolia Water, Costain and MWH,
is undertaking the design and construction of the project on behalf
of Southern Water.
Improvement drivers
The Woolston WwTW discharges into the River Itchen Estuary
within the Solent and Southampton Water Special Protection Area
(SPA) which has been designated as a nitrate sensitive zone by the
Environment Agency.
Southern Water is required to provide nitrogen removal for
the Woolston catchment to comply with the European Urban
Wastewater Treatment Directive (91/271/EEC) and associated
Urban Waste Water Treatment (England and Wales) Regulations
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3D printed Woolston WwTW wind tunnel model - Courtesy of 4Delivery

1994 as well as nitrogen removal requirements under the habitats
directive. A new effluent discharge permit requirement of 15 mg/l
total nitrogen (TN) has been imposed as part of a coordinated
strategy involving changes at other wastewater treatment works.

radial primary settlement tanks (PSTs), stormwater storage and
sludge storage to allow Southern Water to continue to meet their
environmental permit with the EA whilst construction within the
extents of the Woolston WwTW site are completed.

Dispersion modelling predicts that the impact due to odour from
the existing wastewater treatment works at Woolston is substantial
and extensive. Once the installation is completed, with a stack
on the primary building for the central odour control facility, all
ground level impact remains below the target value of 1.5 ouE/m3
at all locations.

The existing secondary treatment, a carbonaceous activated sludge
plant (ASP) and associated final settlement tanks (FSTs), will initially
be retained while the new permanent primary and secondary
treatment assets are constructed.

Enabling works
The Woolston WwTW site is small and constrained and the
new process units and associated buildings will fill the entire
site footprint. This has created program, access, logistical and
construction challenges for the project.
In order to provide significant programme savings Southern Water
has leased an area of land from a neighbouring development
owned by the Homes & Community Agency (HCA).
A temporary treatment works known as the enabling works has
been constructed on this land and was commissioned in December
2015. The enabling process units comprise, lift pumping station,

Demolition of the redundant process units has now been
completed and piling work has commenced. Once the permanent
process streams are commissioned, the enabling works PSTs will
be temporarily utilised as FSTs to allow the existing FSTs to be
demolished. This creates the opportunity of constructing the new
sludge facilities ahead of the programme providing an additional
saving to the client.
Wind tunnel testing
The three architectural enclosures to be constructed around the
process plant have non-regular geometry and curvature to create
an interesting visual effect.
For derivation of wind loads, the structural design would normally
refer to British Standards or Eurocodes.

Woolston WwTW Visualisation - Courtesy of 4Delivery
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Industrial electrical contractors ,specialists in clean and wastewater
projects, biomass plants and waste to energy projects. Providing a complete
3D design, project management, supervision and full installation service.

Expertise includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

BIM and 3D modelling
Power & control cables to all drives and instruments.
Cabling to control stations and emergency stops.
Main, equipotential and supplementary earth bonding.
Telemetry and fibre optic networks.
Supply and cable from generator connection units and
sub-stations.
High Voltage cabling
Profibus cabling
Trace heating supplies.
Supply & install cable, junction boxes, isolators, free issue
instruments.
Installation of building services to new and existing
buildings.
Structural lightning protection.

Recent contracts include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Basingstoke WWTW – Thames Water
Bracknell WWTW – Thames Water
Bickerstaff WTW – United Utilities
Clay Lane WTW - United Utilities
Davyhulme WwTW - United Utilities
Deephams STW - Thames Water
Hull WwTW - Yorkshire Water
Liverpool WwTW - United Utilities
Jacksons Edge Service Reservoir - United Utilities
Long Reach STW - Thames Water
Oxford STW - Thames Water
Royal Oak WTW - United Utilities
Rushmoor STW - Severn Trent Water
Salford WwTW - United Utilities
Strongford STW - Severn Trent Water

INTERFACE CONTRACTS LIMITED
Pennine House
Denton Lane
Chadderton (near Oldham), OL9 8PU
Tel: 0161 620 0698 Fax: 0161 620 0761
E-mail: info@interfacecontracts.com
www.interfacecontracts.com
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However, due to the complex enclosure shapes and their relative
positions, conventional analysis would not be able to take account
of tunnelling, turbulence and suction effects.
For this reason a wind tunnel study was undertaken by BMT Fluid
Mechanics at its testing facility at the National Physics Laboratory.
The principle aim was to produce a set of site-specific wind pressures
which would input into the structural and cladding design.
4Delivery provided a 3D BIM model of the site and the surrounding
area to a radius of 660m. Using 3D-printing techniques, BMT used
this data to construct a model of at 1:300 scale to a tolerance of
0.1 mm. The model enclosures were fitted with a total of over 400
surface pressure taps connected to pressure transducers via 1.4 mm
tubing and samples were taken at a frequency of five per section.
Baffling and profiled sheeting was used to provide appropriate
boundary layer simulation representative of the surrounding
topography and the model was rotated to vary the wind direction
at the design speed to 21.6m/s.
The model tested two scenarios: with and without the Centenary
Quay development to the north of the site to ensure capture of the
worst-case effects. The test results were presented in two formats:
•
•

A tabulated set of results showing worst-case magnitudes
of net and differential cladding pressures and suctions.
A rationalised 3D digital model showing the pressures and
suctions using a colour contour system.

This data was used to derive wind loads for the structural steelwork
design and also for that of the cladding system (e.g. design of fixings
and cleats). Use of the test data increased confidence in the design
and ensured appropriateness according to actual site conditions.

Continuous flight auger piling rig on site - Courtesy of 4Delivery

Precast construction
Precast construction is being utilised where possible on the scheme
to deliver value and minimise programme risk through reduced
time on site. The CSO, inlet channels, lamella structure, activated
sludge plant and membrane bio-reactor tanks are all to be provided
by Carlow Precast.
Through integrated design, 4Delivery and the supplier were are
able to streamline the construction programme, improve build
quality and improve safety. All precast structures are designed with
mechanical and electrical rebates and fixing details included for
seamless integration. At the time of writing (June 2016) the first
precast panels are being manufactured and will be installed on site
in August, starting with the lamella structure in the primary area.
3D model systems and processes
To facilitate design development, the 4Delivery design team has
created an intelligent 3D model. This provided the ability to ensure
that the spatial requirements of the design were met to facilitate
efficient construction.

Demolition of existing PSTs tanks - Courtesy of 4Delivery

The model is being used as a focus of the collaborative solution
delivery effort and will not only produce construction information
but will also be an essential aid to plan construction and operational
activities and ensure consistent stakeholder understanding of the
project.
Combining the design with an efficient delivery proposition
allowed the team to demonstrate value to the client Southern
Water, allowing them to award the project to 4Delivery.
The MWH design team has developed a 3D model checking tool
which allows the engineers to work within the model environment
and decide on the views they want to see, either in a 3D isometric
or 2D view, and provide any annotation themselves. Working
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Precast concrete was used to form the storm tank roof slab
Courtesy of 4Delivery
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Over 40 years experience in the design, manufacture and
installation of wastewater plant and equipment

A&J Fabtech have 43 years experience in the design, manufacture
and installation of wastewater plant and equipment, including:
Scraper bridges
Sludge thickeners
Process thickeners
Picket fence thickeners
Flight and chain DAF systems
FOGG scrapers systems
Stainless steel /carbon steel storage and pressurised tanks,
access platforms, pipework systems
ª Ancillary equipment
ª Scheduled maintenance of equipment
ª
ª
ª
ª
ª
ª
ª

A&J Fabtech Ltd
700 Bretton Way
Bretton Park Industrial Estate,
Dewsbury
West Yorkshire
WF12 9BS
Tel: 01924 439614
Fax: 01924 456536
Email: sales@ajfabtech.com

www.ajfabtech.com
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HEAD OFFICE

01428 751 200
SALES OFFICE

0121 771 2828

within the 3D environment, engineers are able to explore, develop
and refine the design within a model environment before the
production of final drawings. Drawings are produced once and are
right first time.
This is a significant step in developing the design process as
previously 3D model checking was undertaken by printing out
2D extracts from the model and working on these drawings. This
often entails many stages of design development with each stage
requiring the production of multiple drawings before the issue
of ‘for construction’ information. This is very costly and involves
significant time to produce each drawing and only really allows the
engineer to check the 2D drawing and not the model.
The model checking tool has been developed within the project
without the need for additional funding. Predictions are that on the
Woolston project alone there will be savings of approximately 2000
hours of CAD and engineering time.
In addition, the tool enables greater certainty of the quality of the
deliverables and so reduces the risk of on-site error and clashes. This
provides further savings for the client and 4Delivery through the
increased gainshare of the faster, more efficient on site delivery.
Off-site manufacturing
Due to numerous physical and programme constraints at Woolston
WwTW, the 4Delivery team is challenging in situ construction
practices to deliver large elements of the project using off-site
manufacturing techniques. Through early supplier engagement,
the team has developed design solutions to suit off-site fabrication.
This has been managed by applying a BIM approach; the team
manages supplier data in a shared CDE (common data environment)
for 3D model sharing, ensuring governance and version control.

NATIONWIDE SUPPLIER AND
MANUFACTURER OF PLASTIC
PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING PLASTICS (IEP)
are one of the leading UK specialists in the supply
and manufacture of bespoke ducting systems for air
pollution and odour control.
With 30 years experience we use state-of-the-art
technology to ensure that we provide the highest
possible quality, accuracy and consistency
– all from our own UK manufacturing facilities.
We are proud to have been involved in many key
projects such as Thames Water Beckton & Crossness.

This enhances integration between suppliers so that pre-fabricated
elements can be delivered to site ‘just-in-time’, avoiding storage
and double-handling.
This method of construction will accelerate construction delivery,
providing significant programme and cost savings. Off-site
manufacturing will reduce project risk by allowing work to be
undertaken in controlled settings and more importantly can
improve the level of safety on site through reduced risk of working
at height, temporary works requirements, lifting operations and
plant & vehicle movements.
Programme of work
Following planning permission being granted, Southern Water’s
redevelopment of Woolston WwTW started on site in September
2014. The scheduled programme of work is as follows:
•
•

For further information, discuss your requirements
or to request a quote please contact our sales office
in Birmingham quoting UKWP.

Industrial Engineering Plastics Limited
100 Armoury Road Smallheath Birmingham B11 2RH

t 0121 771 2828
f 0121 771 2929
e sales@ieplastics.co.uk
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•
•
•
•
•

June 2014: Planning permission granted, followed by a sixweek standard review period.
September/October 2014: Mobilisation of welfare units and
project offices and construction of temporary treatment
works begins on land adjacent to Woolston WwTW.
Late 2014: Earthworks and piling complete for the
temporary treatment works.
Late 2015: Temporary works complete, allowing the
wastewater to be diverted from the existing site.
Early 2016: Demolition of the existing site begins along
with the construction of new site.
Early 2019: All wastewater is diverted into the new site and
the temporary plant is removed and leased land reinstated.
September 2019: Work complete.

The editor and publishers would like to thank Scott Yates, Civil
Engineer with MWH and 4Delivery, for providing the above article
for publication.
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Award winning
Chartered Town Planners

Over 20 years experience of gaining planning consents for water supply & wastewater projects, large or small.
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Trusted
independent
service

Preparation of applications for
planning & associated consents
Strategic advice on
scheme
promotion

Objection management,
negotiation & mediation

Permitted Development rights
& certificates of lawfulness

For an informal discussion contact Andy Blaxland - 01962 877414 / 07919 486420
a.blaxland@adamshendry.co.uk - www.adamshendry.co.uk

MCS Control Systems are an ISO 9001, and 14001 accredited
control systems and systems integration company with
40+ years experience in the Water Industry supplying the
majority of the utility companies, and their first tier suppliers.
The Woolston story is a good example of a typical MCS
project. MCS are also involved in the majority of vertical
markets including food and FMCG, automotive, aerospace,
defence, distribution, energy from waste, and nuclear.

MCS Control Systems can provide MCCs, instrumentation,
telemetry, distribution boards, along with services such as
Installation, including cabling, PLC and SCADA programming
and support, PLC upgrades, motor upgrades, energy saving
services and surveys, network support, support contracts
and training. Systems to ATEX standards can be supplied.
MCS Control Systems are approved systems integrators for
Mitsubishi, Rockwell, Siemens, and Wonderware.

MCS are happy to consider projects however big or small.
Please contact MCS with any project enquiries, or for further information:

T: 02476 360211
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E: sales@mcscontrolsystems.co.uk

W: www. mcscontrolsystems.co.uk
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